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Introiluetion

In this paper we use the method of normal refinements to derive the
results of Mardeöi6 [6] simultaneously for many homology theories. The
notations and results of § 2 in [3] are assumed.

Section I introduces the homology theories used here and the second
section presents a uniqueness theorem for them. fn the third section similar
results are outlined for relative homology. The last section is devoted to
some applications to paracompact spaces. The appendix contains some
corrections to my previous paper [3].

§1. Fine Complexes

l. Let Z denote the ring of integers. R shall be a fixed ring,
MR the category of -B-rnodules, and CR the categoryof augmented
chain complexes in MR.

Let X be a set. The set P(X) of subsets of X together with
the inclusions iP'o :P--->8 ecQcX) is a category (cf. [2],p. 16).
If X' C X, then all functors of P(X) are identified on P(X') with
their restrictions to P(X') .

Definition 1. A complex C on X is a covariant functor P(X)-->C*,
i.e. the value of C on P C X is an augmented chain complex C(P) :
(C"(P))"e^. The z-dimensional homologyfunctor Hn of C is the
covariant functor P(X) --> Mp, whose value H"(P) on P c X is the
module H"(C(P)), the functorial homomorphisms

H^1iP' o1 : H*(P) + H"(q) (PcQcX)
being induced by the functorial homomorphisms

C(i,* ' Q) 
' 
C(P) -- C(e)

whose union is X . The covering d. is
implies i-i$,i€l) . ff sC&,s+b
intersection of the members of § . If

a family of subsets of X ,

said to be proper, if A; : Ai,
, we shall denote by 3 the
A CX then afiA is the
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covering
then a fi

If&
denote by
if p-

p> 1.

(ArnA),., of A. If t-(Ei)irt isanothercoveringof X,
t stands for the covering (A, ff E)te r, j e r of X .

is a covering of X and C a complex on X , we shall
a

1 and (iii) the direct sum Z ^ 
Cn(Lron. . . n Aio) , if

Q,....iPeI

Let Vk (k : 0, . . . , 'p) denote the functorial homomorphisrn

Co(Aron . . . n A,,o) * Co (Aron . . . n Å,* O . . . n Aro)

, and

Cr(A;o) + Cn6)

. If p>0, wodefineahomomorphism

a'röo,q+öo-r,, (qeZ)

for p>0

for p:0

by

(1) o'(c):_å (-- t)k e*@)

for ce Cr(A1n...fiA5). It is easy to see that O'O':0. The'family
dq

'C*o: (Cr,r)rg becomes thus an augmented chain complex. We shall

denote by Ho@) the module Hr('C*-r.) for each pe Z.
Let P be another covering of X . The covering & is said to

be a refinement of P, if there exists a mapping ffP : a "- P, called
projection, such that A; c n"§(Ai) for each Ai e u. We shall then
write a > B. The projection nol induces for each q € Z a homo-
morphism

,{r,'ö*o---'ö*o

with components

';§,r'br,q+å0,, @ez't
defined by

(2)

and linearity (c

denote by *iÅo

and by "f$ the

e Cq(A,o O . . . I Aro), § - (Ar,

the functorial homomorphism
, .. . , Ar)) . We shall

Ho@{r), Hr('ö*) + Ho('å*n)

homomorphism nTft-r: Hr(a) -+ Ho(il (p , q e Z)
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3. The differentials

(3) 0:Cr(A4n...n Ato)-Cr-r(A4i...l,Atr)

of C(A4 n . . . n -4rn) commute with the differentials (l). If we denote by

(- I;r*t r" the homomorphism of är,, into öo,r-, induced by the
homomorphisms (3), it follows that the homomorphisms A' and A"

dd

make the family C*: (Cr,q)p,qez an augmented double chain complex
(see [3], p. 21). ft follows immediately from the definitions (l), (2) and (3),

that the homomorphisms ,r;!, o , A' and (- l;'*' ," commute with
aP

each other. Hence they induce functorially a homomorphism n"0 : C* * C*
of augmented double chain complexes, which coincides with n{-r, on

daP
'C*-, and is the identity ma,p on "C-1* :'C-r* .

Definition 2. The complex C is said to be fine with respect to ot,
dd

if 'C*, isacyclicfor l)-l; i.e.,if Ho('Ca):o foreach peZ
and q<-I.

Hencefort'h we consider only those coverings with respect to which C

is fine; this is equivalent to condition (2.2) of [3] on page 22. We obtain
thus the canonical homomorphisms

aå_d,

(1) hi , H"(X) .'= gn(" 2-1* ) _-+ H -l" Z^x)
icY

where i is a canonical epimorphisrn (see [3], pp. 22,29). The equatiorr

(5) na" : ni!, hi

follows immediately frorn the definitions.
Definition 3. The coverings a and p are said to determine H"(X),

if hf is an isomorphism onto nf$ @"(0.)) (see [1], p. 820).
Definition 4. (cf. [5], p. 2L4) A net of X is a set n'r of coverings

by H"(N) the inverse limit of the modules H"(a) (* € -l[) under the
homomorphisms ,?,!l and by nfi1: H"(N) --- H"(fi) the inverse limit of
the homomorphisms ni!1@ €lf) . The equations (5) give rise to limit
homomorphisms

(6) tn : H"(X) + H"(IV) (n e Z)

of the homomorphisms hi (a € i[) satisfyirg the equations

(7) hi:?r,ä)t" (o€^r,neq.
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Examples: lo Let X be a topological space, A a subspace of X ,

M a module and o(. an open covering of X . If P c X, let
Cu(P) be the augmented complex /S(P , P n 4 I n[ of singular chains
of (P , P n A) with coefficients in M and C"o(P) the subcomplex
§"(P, P n 4 I M of C"(P) generated by singular simplices s, for
which one c&n find an element of o( which contains the carrier llsll
of s (see [6], p. 152). Let, f: be the set of those generators of CX"ej
whose carriers are not in A . Then Ci"e) is canonically isomorphic
with a dilect sum Zr*, of modules M" isomorphic with M. If

seTo
P c Q c X , then the functorial homomorphism Ci' e) --+- Ciu (Q) is

induced by the inclusion Ti c"l. Thus 'ä11 @> - 1) is canoni-
cally isomorphic with a direct sum I C1o", M"1 , where od is thc

closed subcomplex of the nerve of o. ffiou"u of those members of o(

which contain llsll. Because the complexes of are simplices, it
follows that Co^ is fine with respect to o( (cf. [4], p. 706).

Wehavebydefinition C\(P):l[ for P+A and PflA:O
and C:t(P) :0 otherwise. Thus 'ö* is isomorphic with the aug-
mented complex C(Xo , A*, M) of the M -valued chains of the nerve
of & modulo A . On the other hand it is well known that the inclusion
C"n(P) c C^(P) induces a homotopy equivalence of complexes for each
P c X and for each open covering & of X . These facts will be

used in the last paragraph.
2o As in [3], pp. 10, L4,let M be a covariant functor P(X)---> M"

such that M@) :0; let § be a spectrum of X and & a finite
covering of X belonging to /S. Then S and M define a complex

Cs on X , whose components Cl1n e Z1 are the functors C"(8, M)
(see [3], p. I7). We have shown in [3], pp. 28-29, that Cs is fine with
respect to d. (on page 29, g should be added in front of c*, - c*
and - cfl* in the equations (3.a) and (3.5)).

If B is a finite covering of X , we may use S to construct,
a new spectrum which contains P , as follows: Let S n p be the set

{"n§;a€B}. If a)x' (e,a'€B) and rfq' is the corresponding
projection belonging to ,S , we define a projection ry of e n P in
o,'nP by n(hiBr) : n""'(A,)nBi (4e u, Bi€p) . Then §Op with
these projections is a spectrum which contains P.

If p hasarefinemenl y in §, then Cs isfinewithrespectto p.In
fact, without changing the complex Cs on X , we may substitute for § the
spectrum §(p) : {o>y;a€§}UB, where n'§:y -+B is fixedarhitra-
rily and tf,fr : u -+ B is the composed projection nt§nw , zoybelonging to § .
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Remark: If X is a topological space, then the spectra in the examples

A - D of [3], p. 15, are rather uninteresting from the homological view-

point, because C,(U(X),MlP):C"(I(X),MlP):g for n)0 and

non-trivial homology theories (cf. [5], p. 279).

We take this opportunity to note that remark 2' in [3], p. 32, can be

corrected by transferring it into cohomological form. The theorem of
Floyd then follows by Pontryagin duality.

§2. n-refinements

4. Let ot and fl b. two coverings of X , and -l'r a net of X .

Ilefinition 5. (cf. [l], p. 320) The covering o( is said to be a (strong)

z-refinement of B if there exists a projection n"f : a ---> § such that

Im (H* (inr" :ta§ (a;)1 | Hn (Ar) -+ Hn (n"§ (/;)) ) : 0

(I* (Hn$,;'frq:Hr,(3) * urt&l) ): o)

foreach A;Cot (foreach sCa and å<n* f ). Weshallthenwrite
oln> § ("ln > §) .

Definition 6. The net lr is said to be semi-Jc, if there exists an

element of .öf which has an z-refinement in N; I'r is said to
be lco if every element of n'r has a strong n -refinement' in -nf ,

- I,0, ...,n),,rn:. O,1-l t. injective and Im d$:I-t6;l .

Prool. Let ?v;&'--> u(i:0,. . .,rL) be the projections defining the
n,-l

Trrara": ln-2 > a'nd ln-l > above and n thecompositeprojection

?u-1 ...it. For each kez we have the commutative diagram

Hu(X)

/' t\.\
ik'\-a

h7\ \äl
\,'|
\./-\

V n'-L \
n n(*) 

-lHx(a) --- ->Hn("),
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which is identical

of the corresponding double complexes C* : Cx (- 1 < i I n) . In
virtue of the assumption the image of the canonicar homomorphism

ls k-l
Hn-rr-r. ("C*x) -+ Hn_r,_t (Cr,x) ,

li

by the homomorphism n*, is zero for each k - 0 . n
k: n in (8) we see as in [B] p. Bl, that

Ker (H-r("h,-r*) i . Hn-t (ö*-r)) c

Ker (ä-, ('ä^-r*) H-r(,Z^_r*) ) .

Theorem I and Corollary I of l3], pp. 25, 26, then imply the assertiori.
Corollary 1. If o'"*'ln - I > ....1n - I > ooin> &-t,1l1sy1 sr2o+2

and &n*' determine Ho(X) for each p <n * l .

Theorem 1. If a net År of X is lcn_, and semi- lc, , then the
homomorphism to: HIX) ---> Hr(N) is bijective for each p I n -)- I .

Proof: fn virtue of Corollary I, h; is an isomorphism onto
niolHll{)) for each sufficiently fine element & of .}' . If B > a
(B € If) , the relations (5) imply that

no,; : n(a@t(lr)) * nir@ lN ))

is bijective. Because Hn(N) is the inverse iimit of the modules
ninl(He(N)) under the homomorphisms n(il, the theorem follows from
the equations (7).

tative diagram

-t
) - Hn (" 2-r*)

ru

1*

t

I,

La

(8)

induced
Setting

(e)

Hn(

i

/
/
/

v
n

Hn ('C *-r,)
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§3. Relative homology

5. rn this section we shall indicate briefly how the ideas above can be
transferred to relative homology. We shall suppose that C1tP,01: C(p) -->
C(Q) defines C(P) asasubcomplexof C(Q)forallPcecX" Let
A be a fixed subset of X . Setting H"(X , A) : H"(C(X)|C(A)) for
each n e Z , we obtain the exact homology sequence sc of C :

§c : . . . H"(A) --- H"(X) ---> H^(X, A) - H^_r(A)-> . . .

A covering a : (a, , ar) of (X , A) is a covering a, of X and a
subfamily dz of &1 , whose members cover .A (cf. [6], p. l5l). If
§ : (§r, §z) is another covering of (X , A), then a projection no? i
o( --- P is a projection et- §t such that rf§(ez) c B, . The covering a
is then said to be a refinement of p (in symbols o, > p).

Henceforth we shall write ä- and. H^(x2) for"'å*o and. Hn(u2iA)
d2 dl

respectively. Then C* may be identified with a subcomplex of C* .

Writing H^(a): a,1ä'*-r1'å'*-r7 for each ne Z we obtain the exact,
homology sequences §o and B, below. The projection noi induces a
homomorphism z§P of §* into §, , which is represented by the commu-
tative diagram

§o:

nz§

,SP :

d2

The complexes 'C*, and 'C*, are byassumptionacyclic far q > - l.
qdLdZ

Denoting by C* the quotient complex Cxf C* , it follows that
a c[l oi2

homomorphisms

(10) lt| : nZ§ lLä

A net of (X , A) is a set -n'r of co,i,erings of (X , A) directed by
the relation < . The coverings or, and ar(1 A (a € i[) are the elements
of the nets ÄI1 and .try', of X and -4 respectively. Let H^(N) be the
inverse limit, of the modules H"(u) (a €r) induced by the projections.
In general the limit sequence

---> H"(er) - H"(er) *
iil,vv

--> H"(§r) - H"(l3r) -->

* Hn_Jaz) ->
I

I

v
n Hn-t(§z) --->

H"(a)
I

I

I

I

v
H"(§)

hfi: Ss * §o such that

§ry: -> Hn(ÄIr) + Hn(ffr) -+ H"(l{) ---> Hn_r(Itrz) -->
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€ ir) is not exact. If n8 : s7,g -> §, is the limit
homomorphisms nZP @ e-ltr, a ) §), the equa-

hontomorphism l, : §6 * §r,r such that

hZ-nZfs

6. If Ir1 and N, are lco_1 and semi-lco ' there exists for each suffici-

ently fine ae.Af a sequence ")§2y) å of elements of N' where

orå A arrd. prl A , FrO.4 and Trl A as weII as 7, f1 A arrd ö2o' A

dltermine HÅA) for each p 4n * l and a1 and pt , B, and /r as

well as y, utd ö1 determine Hr(X) for each p <?f 1' Consider the

following part of th" 
"o-po.ite 

homomorphism n'! n?r' n{ ng:

of the sequences ,So @
homomorphism of the
tions (10) girre rise the a

(1 1)

for each e e Itr .

Ho(X

sl
v

Ho@)
I

I

h\

v
Ho(fi)

I

kl
v

HoQ)
I

I

v
Hr(ö)

Ho(A)

1

I
Ho@r)

I

I

+
H o(§ r)

I

I

'1,

HoTr)
I

4
v

HoQz)

c
A1 

--
e---*

c
.=__>

--+>

Ho-r@)
i

I

v
H o_,(* r)

I

?i

v
H o-r$ r)

I

I

I
Y

H r-r(y r)
I

i

'l,
H r-r(ä r)

where p < n f 1 and Hr(A) , Hr(X) and Ho-r(A) are identified canoni-

cally with a common submod.ule of the modules of the corresponding

veriical rows. The letters a to n7 are symbols of homomorphisms already

defined above.
We show first, that, lchg is injective. If r e Ho(X , '4) and (khg) (n)

-0, it follows that c(x)-}. There exists a ae Ho(X) such that

b(y):r. Then m(a):0. Thereexists a ze.Ho(1,r) suchthata(z):y.
ile" \"lle[p(A), (al)(z):y and (bal,)(z):n:o' Thus '[Ir(X,/)
may be identiiied with a common submodule of Hn@) , Hp$) ar.d Hr(y) '
We will show that ni[1(Hr(a)) : Hp(X , A) . If t e Hr@), then (ie) (r)

e[r-r(A) and (d,ie)('r):o. There exists a ye Hp(X,A) such that

c(il': (ie) (r); i.e. c(h (r) - y) : ct . There exists a z e HÅ§r) such

ttrat l@):h(")-y. Then i@)eBi(.X) and (mi)@)+v:(kh)(r)
eHp(X,A\.

a
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We have thus shown lhal a arad y determine Hp(X , A) for each
p 1n I 1 . Then a similar proof as in Theorem I yields

Theorem 2. If -nfr and -0[, are lco_, and semi-lco, then the homo-
morphism

tr: Ho(X , A) - Hn@)

,of ts isbijective,foreach p<n+1.

§4. Local conneetedness in paracompact spaces

7. Let X be a paracompact space.
Definition 7. (cf. [6], p. 153) The space X is said to be semi- lco if

.each r e X has a neighbourhood U(r) such that

(12) I* (4" $u{")'x) ) : 0 .

We call X lc" if there exists for each r e X , and for each neighbourhoorl
U(r) of r , a neighbourhood V(r) in U(r) such that

(13) Im (H1" 1iYt.)'v(')11 : tJ

foreach lc<ntL.
We denote by Cov(X) the set of open and proper coverings of X .

The mod.ule ä,(Cov(X)) is denoted by it^(X) @ e Q . It A is a
paracompact subspace of X , then Cov(X ,1) shall be the set of open

and proper coverings of (X , A) and å*1X , 11 @ e Q the module
ä"(Cov (X , A)) .

Lemma 2. If X is (semi-)1c", then Cov(X) is (semi-) lco.
Proof. If X is semi- lc, , we choose for each r e X an open

neighbourhood U(r) satisfying (I2). Then eyery open and proper refine-
ment of (U(*))-.* is an z-refinement of the covering {X} of X .

If X is lc^ and or € Cov(X) , let a' € Cov(X) be a star refine-
ment of o( . Each r e X has an open neighbourhood U(r) , which
belongs to &' , and an open neighbourhood V(r) in U(") satis-
fy-ing (13). Then every open and proper refinement of (V(r))*1 is a strong
n-refinement of ot (cf. [f], p. 320).

Theorem I and Lemma 2 imply
Theorem 3. If X is lco-, and semi- lco , bhen the canonical homo-

morphism 
v

tn: H)(X) --> Ho(X)

is bijective for each p <n+1.
If C(P) is a subcomplex of C(8) for each PcQcX, then

Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 imply
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Theorem 4. If X arrd A are lco-, and semi-Ic,. then the canonical
homomorPhism 

tr: Hr(x , A) - åo1x ,,1.1

isbijectivefor pln*L.

8. Singular homology: Let Ca atd C"A (cv € Cov(X)) be the singu-

lar complexes of the example lo, PP. 4,5.In virtue of the homotopy equi-
valence

(14)

CA and CoA

is easy to see

(r 5)

for p> I
gram

H*(}A(P)) ^' H*(ooA(P)) (P c x ,n e z) ,

have the s&me homology functors Hn (n e Z) . Moreover it
that

. ff e > P e Cov (X) , wo obtain the commutative dia -

H*(oo'(x)) 
hi ', H,(u)

iti
H*(x) | n\fi

ll ht I

H*(cPA(x) ) 3-* ufhl

and the limit homomorphism

t^: H^(X) --- å^1x1

of the homomorphisms åfl (a € Cov(X)) for each n e Z . fn virtue of the
homotopy equivalences (14) and the equations (15) above Lemma I is valid
here, and we obtain Theorem 3 for the complex C'.

If P c Q c X , then Co(P) and C"a(P) are subcomplexes of Co(Q)'

and C"a(Q) respectively. fn a, similar manner Theorem 4 is then obtained
for the complex Co .

Definition 8. (see [6], p. 153) Let M be the ring Z and C the complex
Co.Ahen X is semi-q-lc"if it is semi-lco, and Lclif itis lc,o (p,q€Z),

Lemma 3. If X is semi-n-/c, and. lci-t, A c X closed and lc!-t , then
X is semi-lcn and lc,-, with respect to Ca for any module ,M .

Proof: We shallprovefirstthat X is semi-lc" and lc,-1 withrespect,
to Ca for any module M . Let' p be an integer, smaller than z f I ,

and U aneighbourhood of reX.If p:n, w'e &ssumethabU-X.
Denoting by Hr(P,M,S) the module IIsQoe» @eZ,PcX) we

obtainbyassumptionneighbourhoods W cVcU of r suchthat
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rm (Ho_rO,*'') : HrJW, z,s) * Ho_r(v, z, s)) - o( 16)

and
Im(Hr(ir,u1: HolV , Z , S) ---> Ho(I , Z , S)) : 0 .

Settirrg Hr(in,") I A: a,b: Er(iw,r!: HrlW ,M ,S)--->Hr(V ,M ,S)
c : Ho$v'u1 : Hr1V, M,S) ---> Ho(], M,S) and

d, : Tor 1H o_r$*''), M) : Tor (H r_r(W, Z, B), M) ->Tor 1n o_r(V, Z, S), M),
we obtain the commutative diagram

0 --> Ho(w, z, B) g M _, Ho(w, M, s)__> Tor (Hp_t(w, z, s), M) -__> 0

lalal+i,1.
O--> Ho(V, ?, 5) I M ---, Hp(V, M,S)-->Tor (Hp_r(V, Z,S), M) --->0

"l,lrt:ll
0-->Hr(U , Z,S) E M---Hp(U,M,S)-+Tor (Hpr(1 ,Z,S),M)-->0,
with exact rows and a : d : 0 . simple diagram chasing yields cb : 0,
which proves the assertion.

With U given as above, by assumption we may choose the neigh-
bourhoods WcVcU of r suchthat

rm (Hog,v,u!: HolV , M , S) ---> Hr(U , M , S)) : g 
"

and

rm (Ho_r1wnA,roa) : Ho_r(w n A, M, s) * Hr_lv n A, M, s)) : 0,

Writing a : Hp(i',u) and c: Ho_r(i*nÄ.t'oa) above, b : Hr(iv,v):
HPQA(W» : HÅW,W n A, M,S)--.-> Ho(Y, V n A, M,S) : HPQA(V»
and d : Hp(dv' u1 

: n o1cA1v» : HoV, vn A, M, s) -, Ho(1, (J n a, M, B)
: HI(CA(U)) , we obtain the commutative diagram

,,S) -->. . .

,§)--->...

,§) 
*.oo

0 , which

. . . + Hr(W, M,§)* Ho(W, W nA, M,,S) -H._JWnA, M

lal Iv1:l
. . . -> Ho(V, M, §) * Ho(V, V nA, M,,S) + Hpr$/ nA, M

aldlltlj
...--> Ho([] ,M,,S) -->Hp(U ,UnA,M,s) *Ho_L(lnA,M

completes the proof.
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Theorem 4 then contains a, new proof of Theorem I of Marde§id in [6].
If A is closed in X , then Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 yield a slight
generalization of it.

9. In a compact space X the results of section 7 can be applied to
the net Covr(X) of finite open and proper coverings of X and to the

complex Cz of example 2" ott page 6 above. If X is lc*-, and

semi-Zco with respect to C,, it follows that the canonical homomorphism

tn: Hr(Z , M) : H^(x) -- itr1x1 : år12 , M1

is bijective for p < n + | . This result may be added to Lemma lo
of [3], p. 18.

Appendix

Corrections to the author's paper [3]:

pase 
I

line I ro" Ill read
iI page
I

line 
i

readfor

13

t4

25

32

33

29

f.[n

9*
g*

§r

Example D. see p. 7

above

Hi
(p

I
§6

n't"l

är,

xr,y ,
(n)

xri:
(n)

fig. 4
8

t6

16
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